Herbivore physiological response to predation risk and implications for ecosystem nutrient dynamics
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The process of nutrient transfer through an ecosystem is an important determinant of production, food-chain length, and species diversity. The general view is that the rate and efficiency of nutrient transfer up the food chain is constrained by herbivore-specific capacity to secure N-rich compounds for survival and production. Using feeding trials with artificial food, we show, however, that physiological stress-response of grasshopper herbivores to spider predation risk alters the nature of the nutrient constraint. Grasshoppers facing predation risk had higher metabolic rates than control grasshoppers. Elevated metabolism accordingly increased requirements for dietary digestible carbohydrate-C to fuel-heightened energy demands. Moreover, digestible carbohydrate-C comprises a small fraction of total plant tissue-C content, so nutrient transfer between plants and herbivores accordingly becomes more constrained by digestible plant C than by total plant C:N. This shift in herbivore diet to meet the altered nutrient requirement increased herbivore body C:N content, the C:N content of the plant community from which grasshoppers select their diet, and grasshopper fecal C:N content. Chronic predation risk thus alters the quality of animal and plant tissue that eventually enters the detrital pool to become decomposed. Our results demonstrate that herbivore physiology causes C:N requirements and nutrient intake to become flexible, thereby providing a mechanism to explain context dependence in the nature of trophic control over nutrient transfer in ecosystems.

Trophic dynamics—the transfer of energy and materials among consumers in ecosystems—govern primary and secondary production, food-chain length, trophic biomass, and species diversity (1–4). Current theory holds that the primary constraint on terrestrial trophic dynamics arises from the mismatch between herbivore nutritional demands and the nutritional quality of plant resources (5–7). Herbivores often have high demands for N-rich proteins for growth and reproduction and must regulate body nutrient contents within low C:N levels (5, 8, 9), but their plant resources contain high levels of indigestible carbohydrates and limiting levels of N-rich proteins (i.e., high C:N ratio) (10, 11). In this view, the rate and efficiency of nutrient transfer up the food chain is constrained by herbivore-specific capacity to secure N-rich compounds. However, herbivores occupy intermediate levels within food chains and, thus, must often trade-off plant nutrient consumption against predation risk (12, 13). Consequently, predation risk may represent an additional constraint on trophic transfer. Predation risk induces stress, and stress is known to alter organismal physiological nutrient demand and balance (14). Accordingly, we develop the case here that consideration of physiological effects of predation risk on herbivore nutrient demand may represent an integrative way to explore how predators may control trophic dynamics. The general stress paradigm holds that prey exposed to elevated risk of predation increase their mass-specific metabolism (15–18) and allocate resources from growth and reproduction to functions that increase survivorship (19). In nutrient-limited systems, increased energetic demands for maintenance may increase the overall demand for digestible carbohydrate-C, and thereby lower the quantity of energy that can be allocated to production (20–23). Consequently, stress-induced constraints on herbivore production should lower the demand for N-rich proteins (24). Herbivores also have low capacity to store excess nutrients (24), and hence should seek plants with high digestible carbohydrate content to minimize the costs of ingesting and excreting excess N. Such stress-induced shift in nutrient demand may be especially important in terrestrial systems in which digestible carbohydrate represents a small fraction of total plant carbohydrate-C, and may be limiting even under risk-free conditions (25). Moreover, stress responses include break down of body proteins to produce glucose (i.e., gluconeogenesis) (14), which requires excretion of N-rich waste compounds (ammonia or primary amines) (26). Such re-balancing of nutrient intake and allocation in response to predation risk should influence nutrient transfer by altering the C and N content of herbivore body tissue, herbivore excreta and egesta, and plant resources.

We evaluated this prediction using a widely distributed generalist grasshopper herbivore (Melanoplus femurrubrum) that is known to face a trade-off between the need to select nutrients from a mixture of grassland grass and herb species while avoiding risk of predation by a hunting spider (Pisuarina mira) (27). Experimentation with this model system in northeastern Connecticut has shown that grasshoppers routinely alter their diets as predation risk from P. mira increases and leads to substantial changes in N-cycling (28). Our purpose here is to reveal the mechanistic basis for such an outcome, and thereby meet the broader need to understand the general role of predators on herbivore nutrient intake and consequent trophic dynamics (12, 29, 30).

We conducted metabolic measurements and laboratory feeding experiments with artificial diets to resolve why grasshoppers change their nutrient intake in response to predation risk. To explore possible consequences to ecosystem functions, we reared M. femurrubrum grasshoppers in the field in the absence and presence of predation risk, and subsequently measured their respiration rates, body C:N content, and waste material. Finally we estimated the consequences of predation risk on elemental availability and cycling within the ecosystem.

Results

We conducted feeding experiments to discern the nutritional consequences of predation risk. In a 5-wk feeding trial with artificial diets, grasshoppers were randomly allocated to a control (no predator presence) or risk treatment (presence of P. mira spiders), and both groups were offered a choice between two diets. The first diet had high (28%) digestible, protein-low (7%) digestible carbohydrate. We also provided the exact opposite low (7%) digestible protein-high digestible (28%) carbohydrate diet to ensure that grasshoppers had the flexibility to ingest (i.e., were unconstrained
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relative to potential needs) protein and carbohydrate in any of a wide potential of ratios from 4:1 to 1:4. Metabolic rates (mean ± 1 SE mL CO₂ min⁻¹) of grasshoppers facing predation risk (17.5 ± 1.27) were 32% higher (ANOVA with body mass covariate: \(F_{1,15} = 5.06, P = 0.04\)) than metabolic rates of control grasshoppers (13.2 ± 1.42). Grasshoppers in the risk treatment had slightly elevated digestible-protein intake relative to control conditions (Fig. 1A), but the difference was not significant (\(P = 0.236\)). However, grasshoppers in the risk treatment consumed 40% more (ANOVA: \(F_{1,32} = 7.22, P = 0.014\)) digestible carbohydrate than control grasshoppers (Fig. 1A). Grasshoppers in control and risk conditions had similar fecal C contents. However, grasshoppers in the risk conditions released 40% more N than in control conditions (Fig. 1B). This result in turn led to grasshoppers in the risk treatment having 65% lower C:N in fecal material (higher quality fecal matter) than grasshoppers in control conditions (Fig. 1B).

Metabolic rates (mean ± 1 SE mL CO₂ min⁻¹) of grasshoppers reared in the field for 30 d under chronic predation risk (15.9 ± 0.86) were 40% higher (ANOVA \(F_{1,31} = 12.86, P = 0.001\)) than grasshoppers reared in no-risk control conditions (11.3 ± 0.91). The body N content of grasshoppers reared under chronic risk of predation (11.4 ± 0.08) was significantly lower (\(F_{1,62} = 8.87, P = 0.004\)) than grasshoppers reared in control (11.7 ± 0.07) conditions. There were no differences (\(F_{1,62} = 0.07, P = 0.787\)) in the C contents of grasshoppers reared under chronic risk of predation (46.9 ± 0.23) and grasshoppers reared in control conditions (46.9 ± 0.22). Consequently, the body C:N ratios of grasshoppers reared under chronic risk of predation (4.1 ± 0.02) were higher (\(F_{1,62} = 11.66, P < 0.001\)) than of grasshoppers reared in control conditions (4.0 ± 0.02). There were no differences (\(P > 0.25\)) in grasshopper body mass or length between predation risk and control conditions.

The fecal N content of grasshoppers reared under chronic risk of predation (3.8 ± 0.23) did not differ from grasshoppers reared in control (3.7 ± 0.22) conditions. However, C contents of grasshoppers reared under chronic risk of predation (44.1 ± 0.22) was higher than of grasshoppers reared in control conditions (41.1 ± 0.24) (\(F_{1,62} = 9.21, P < 0.001\)). This process resulted in 5% higher (\(F_{1,62} = 3.95, P = 0.05\)) fecal C:N ratios of grasshoppers reared under chronic risk of predation (11.6 ± 0.20) than of grasshoppers reared in control conditions (11.1 ± 0.16).

In the study system, grasshopper diet-shift in response to predation risk can alter plant species composition via selective foraging for certain plant species and by mitigating plant-plant competition (27). We calculated the consequences of shifting species composition on total plant C:N content. We measured the C and N contents of individual herb species that comprise the grassland plant community. Those values, in conjunction with measured differences in plant species composition between risk and risk-free treatments (Table S1) resulted in an estimated 10% increase (\(F_{1,12} = 31.7, P < 0.001\)) in C:N content of herbs in risk treatments compared with control conditions.

**Discussion**

Theory about consumer-nutrient limitation and trophic transfer in terrestrial ecosystems suggests that C occurs in excess, whereas N and P are the most limiting to herbivore nutrition, population dynamics, and ecosystem impacts (3, 5, 6). This conclusion is drawn from observations of large mismatches in gross elemental C relative to N and P content between herbivore body tissue and plant resources, and the questionable assumption (31) that there is a homeostatic C:N ratio that does not depend on food-web structure. Our results suggest that this perspective gives an incomplete picture of herbivore-nutrient limitation because not all available C is in a nutritionally useable form (9, 30) and that both nutrient requirements and body C:N can be variable between environmental conditions (31). Indeed, in our particular case, grasshoppers freely chose intake levels that exacerbated C ingestion and lead to heightened N release in feces. The proportional digestible carbohydrate-C intake in risk treatments appeared to be driven by the proportional increase in metabolic rate caused by predation risk. This finding offers support to the idea (9, 25) that, in addition to being protein-N-limited, terrestrial grazing herbivores may, under certain conditions, also be energy- (i.e., digestible carbohydrate) limited.

The observed changes in grasshopper nutritional balance are consistent with predictions that are based on the physiological-stress paradigm, with one exception. We predicted that grasshopper reared under chronic risk of predation should release more N in their feces. Indeed, measurements in the artificial diet experiment reveal 40% increase in feces N. However, grasshoppers reared under chronic risk of spider predation in the field released feces with relatively higher C contents (and hence, higher C:N) compared with grasshoppers reared in risk-free environments. Grasshopper feces include egesta and excretions. Thus, the observed differences between the laboratory and the field may result from higher amounts of indigestible structural carbohydrates in natural forages of grasshoppers, especially plants that were selected under risky conditions. Understanding the link between stress, resource quality, and nutrient intake and release represents an important frontier in analyses of herbivore nutrition (26, 30) that may further add to understanding context-dependency in ecosystem-nutrient dynamics.

The mechanism causing the diet-shift identified here has implication for advancing foraging theory because it differs from mechanisms of diet-shift assumed by current theory predicting predation risk effects in food chains (e.g., 32–34). This theory is...
based on the argument that prey decrease the risk of predation by altering their foraging time budgets (e.g., reduce movement activity, increase vigilance), seeking temporal and spatial foraging refuges, and consuming resources that require less handling time. In all of these cases, predation risk is assumed to impose constraints on prey by directly forcing them to make alternative resource choices—a nutrient cost of predation risk (35). This theory implies that risky conditions force prey into a situation leading to less favorable nutrient intake, and hence nutrient imbalance. This theory further assumes that factors that mediate the risk of predation (e.g., habitat structure or time), and not variation in the nutritional value of alternative resources, is what should govern prey diet-shifts. We show, however, that the shift in resource consumption resulting from prey stress-response to predation risk is not the consequence of a directly imposed predator constraint, but rather an active choice by prey to achieve a new nutrient balance that matches the new nutritional requirements that accompany the adaptive stress-responses. Our work expands upon previous understanding (36, 37) that the nutrient content of body tissue is not only constrained by dietary nutrient composition, but may vary with constraints imposed by internal physiological state in response to predation risk. Moreover, the magnitude of within-species variation in body elemental content is comparable to the magnitude across species variation observed in terrestrial insect species (31). Together, these insights suggest that body C:N within a species may be quite malleable, as opposed to being a fixed species property (5, 8), thereby requiring reconsideration of how trophic transfer of material and energy between plants and herbivore is constrained.

The feeding response of grasshoppers in response to predation risk has broader implications for re-examining the nature of trophic dynamics in ecosystems (13). This is because trophic dynamics may not be strictly regulated by factors impacting herbivores at the population scale, such as the distribution and abundance of plant resources or predation pressure, as is currently treated by much ecological theory (12, 13). Rather, understanding trophic dynamics, and hence ecosystem-scale properties, may require perspectives that consider the emergent consequences of individual-scale herbivore behavioral and physiological plasticity in response to predation risk (12, 21, 38).

To this end, the physiological mechanism we document here may alter the nutritional quality of material input to the soil detritus pool via three pathways (Fig. 2). Chronic predation risk leads to lower N content in herbivore body tissue, and thus a 6% higher C:N ratio than control conditions, available for decomposition. Chronic predation also leads to a concomitant of 7% higher fecal C content, and thus a 5% higher feces C:N ratio than in control conditions (Fig. 2B). Finally, chronic predation risk leads to a reduction in the quality (10% higher C:N content than in control conditions) of herb plant tissue that eventually becomes litter. This reduction may in turn alter the functioning of below-ground communities and consequently change decomposition rates (39, 40). At this stage, we cannot make general predictions about the direction or magnitude of predator-induced changes in detrital quality on soil-nutrient pools because the impacts of quality and quantity of organic materials on below-ground processes and properties is an area of debate in soil ecology (41, 42). Nonetheless, the magnitude of observed differences in quality of plant and animal tissues between control and risk conditions can translate into a lowering of N-mineralization rates by 60% (43). Chronic predation risk may also have effects that flow up the food chain by reducing the nutrient quality of herbivore prey available to predators, consistent with theoretical predictions (44).

The findings reported here derive predominately from laboratory experiments using a model system. Nevertheless, the identified physiological mechanism can explain the basis for the consistently observed diet-shift exhibited by M. femurrubrum grasshoppers in response to predation risk by P. mira spiders under field conditions. This diet-shift in turn explains patterns in plant-species composition and soil-nutrient properties within the grassland ecosystem in which these species naturally reside (cf. 27, 28, 45). Thus, we show that a research program that combines largely reductionist laboratory and field studies can provide complementary insights that enable the scaling from individual-level behavior and physiology to whole-ecosystem functioning. More generally, predation risk is a ubiquitous feature of trophic dynamics in terrestrial landscapes (46–48), as is heightened stress caused by fear of predation (46) and flexible diet choice in response to such a stressor (26, 29), suggesting that the mechanism we observed here may be scalable to other types of systems.

It is widely understood in community ecology that trophic interactions are controlled by the interplay between bottom-up (nutrient supplies) and top-down (predation) processes. Still, ecosystem ecology has been less inclined to embrace this conceptualization, preferring instead to emphasize a dominance of bottom-up nutrient control of ecosystem processes, such as nutrient dynamics (but see refs. 49–51). Our study shows that by controlling the relative flow of nutrients up the food chain to top predators and down the food chain to the organic-matter pool, herbivore physiological responses to environmental context can help to integrate nutrient dynamics with herbivore behavior in such a way that makes top-down and bottom-up trophic control of ecosystem function synergistic, thereby providing the means to integrate community and ecosystem perspectives about the control of nutrient dynamics. This finding leads to the testable hypothesis that trophic dynamics are neither bottom-up- nor top-down-regulated, but instead may be an emer-
gent property of herbivore regulation of nutrient balance that emanates from the middle of the food chain (12, 38).

Materials and Methods

Artificial Diet Experiment. We created two synthetic diets (52) that had opposite digestible carbohydrate and protein ratios by mass (7.28 vs. 28:7). We captured 22 third-instar grasshopper nymphs in the field and immediately transferred them to the laboratory. We weighed the grasshoppers and placed them individually in plastic terraria, in which we placed two dishes of synthetic diet (52) and a 29.6-mL plastic water container. One-half of the terraria were randomly designated a risk treatment that contained a transparent plastic cylinder (5 cm depth × 13 cm height) with a screen lid containing a water container and an individual Pisaurina spider fed with grasshopper nymphs. We placed the terraria in random locations on shelving exposed to natural light in the laboratory. We placed opaque partitions between the terraria. We weighed protein (g) and digestible carbohydrate (g) to produce the following diet proportions: p7:28; p28:7 (all values are expressed on a percentage dry-weight basis). We weighed each food dish and food to the nearest 0.1 mg. We placed 10 additional food dishes in empty plastic terraria to account for humidity changes. Every 5 d we removed the food dishes, weighed them, and returned them. We collected feces from all terraria, freeze-dried them for 48 h, ground them to homogenous powder, and measured their C and N content using a CHN autoanalyzer (with ascorbic acid as a primary standard). We also measured the grasshopper metabolic rate (see details below). We ended the experiment after 5 wk when most grasshopper larvae were fifth instar.

Grasshopper Metabolic-Rate Measurements. We measured grasshopper standard metabolic rate as the rate of carbon dioxide emission (V\textsubscript{co2}) in an incident flow-through system. Air was analyzed by an infra-red CO\textsubscript{2} analyzer (Qubit S151; 1 ppm resolution) after water vapor was removed. We used an airflow rate of 200 mL/min. Average ambient temperature within the respiration chamber was 23.4 ± 0.3 °C. Following food deprivation of 16 h (water was available), we weighed grasshoppers (± 0.1 mg), placed in a transparent 50 mL (9.2 cm length × 2.0 cm depth) metabolic chamber and allowed them to recover from handling for at least 10 min before measurements commenced. Most animals ceased exploratory movements within 5 min after insertion into the chamber and subsequently remained immobile. We measured the mean minimal steady-state V\textsubscript{co2} for 10 min. The analyzer provides fractional CO\textsubscript{2} concentration (parts-per-million), yet standard metabolic rate should be reported as a rate, so we transformed the recordings as V\textsubscript{co2} = FR( F\textsubscript{co2} – F\textsubscript{co2} (1− RQ)), where F\textsubscript{co2} is the alveolar fractional concentration of CO\textsubscript{2}, F\textsubscript{co2} = excreta fractional concentration of CO\textsubscript{2}; FR = flow rate (mL min\textsuperscript{−1}); RQ = respiratory quotient, assumed equal to 0.85 in herbivorous animals (53). For metabolic measurements of field-reared grasshoppers, we captured fourth-instar grasshopper nymphs from the field mesocosms (see below) and immediately transferred them to individual 7 × 2 × 15-cm clear plastic chambers in the laboratory.

Field-Rearing Experimental Design. We placed 30 pairs of cylindrical 0.25 m\textsuperscript{2} × 1 m mesocosms over natural vegetation in a meadow at the Yale-Myers Research Forest in northeastern Connecticut. We stocked six second-instar mesocosms containing a water container and an individual spider fed with grasshopper nymphs. We captured 22 third-instar grasshopper nymphs in the field. We therefore considered S. rugosa, as predation risk from P. mira increased (27). We therefore considered S. rugosa and other herb species as two functional groups as regards herbivore foraging. We then calculated the C and N contribution of the species within each functional group (weighed by their proportion of total abundance in the herb community) to the organic matter available for decomposition under risk-free and risk conditions. The values for replicates within treatments and average values are presented in Table S1.
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